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The Rules 
There are very few harnessing and hitching guidelines in the CKC Draft Test Rules and Regulations (2011). The 
rules I could find are as follows: 

 Hitching and harnessing are the only times when the handler may touch the dog. 
 The dog must stand during harnessing/hitching/loading/unhitching. 
 During the harnessing and hitching, the handler’s skill and the dog’s willingness will be judged. 

 
There is nothing written about HOW the dog must be hitched but the fact that the dog must be willing makes me 
thing, lifting, dragging, poking and prodding won’t be allowed. I like to start shaping with a plan so I’ll outline my 
shaping plan below. 
 
Goal Behaviour 
Your dog stands still comfortably between the shafts of the cart in his harness so that you can attach the shafts 
and the traces. 
 
Shaping Plan 

 Setting 
Start in a smallish room with no distractions and ONLY the cart out on the floor in the middle of the 
room. Start standing in front of the cart beside the shafts so that when the dog is standing properly 
between the shafts he will essentially be in heel position. 
  

 Incremental Behaviors 
1. Click for looking at the cart 
2. Click for moving towards the cart 
3. Click for moving towards the cart shafts 
4. Click for front feet approaching shafts 
5. Click for raising a paw over shafts 
6. Click for placing a paw on the ground between the shafts 
7. Click for placing two paws between the shafts 
8. Click for placing three paws between the shafts 
9. Click for placing four paws between the shafts 
 

 Reward 
After each click, toss a cookie away from the cart to encourage the dog to move away from the cart so 
that he has to reengage with it to get another click and another cookie. 

 
Problem solving 
 

 If your dog is worried about stepping over the raised shafts... 
Try removing them from the cart and shaping your dog to line up between them on the ground. Then, 
very gradually, raise the shafts until they are the same height as they would be when attached to the 
cart. 
 

 If your dog is spooked by the shafts touching her sides... 
Try removing them from the cart and have a friend hold them further apart until she is more 
comfortable and then, gradually, bring them closer. Alternatively, you could forget about lining up 
between the shafts for now and click and reward each and every time ANY part of her body touches the 
shafts.  


